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1. INTRCIDUCTI~N 
Some random versions of the Dugundji extension theorem are presented 
in this note. Theorem 1 furnishes an answer to a question raised by Hans 
[S] and generalizes a result obtained by Andrus and Brown [ 11. 
Theorems 2 and 3 are concerned with the problem of extending a G- 
Carathiodory function (see definition below) defined on the graph of a 
weakly measurable multifunction. 
Let $5” be a metric space with distance d. Let 2X denote the family of the 
nonempty subsets of %. In 5?” an open (resp. closed) ball with center x and 
radius r > 0 (resp. r B 0) is denoted by S(x, r) (resp. !?(x, r)). For any set 
A c X, the closure, the interior, and the boundary of A are denoted by 2, 
int A, and i3A, respectively. For any x E 5? and A E 2Y, d(x, A ) stands for 
the distance of x from A. If A is a subset of a linear space, co A denotes the 
convex hull of A. 
Let %Y be another metric space with distance d,. A multifunction 
l-1 %Y -+ 2$ is said to be lower semicontinuous if for every set U open in 3 
the set r-(U)={ulT(u)nU#@} is o p en in 5Y. The Cartesian product 
% x ?!Y of two arbitrary metric spaces % and g is always supposed endowed 
with metric given by max(d(x, x’), d,(y, u’)}, ((x, y), (x’, y’)) E %’ x 09). 
When a nonempty subset A of a metric space 5Y is considered as a metric 
space, it is tacitly assumed that A is given the metric of 3. In order to 
avoid cumbersome notations, in any metric space the distance function is 
always denoted by the same letter d. 
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Let (Q, a) be a measurable space. We say that the o-algebra g is Borel, 
if 59 is the a-algebra of the Bore1 subsets of Q (a a metric space). A mul- 
tifunction P Q + 2,’ is said to be weakly measurable if for every set U open 
in X the set f ~ (U) belongs to &?. For any multifunction I? 52 -+ 2” we 
denote by G(T) its graph, that is, G(T) = ((0, x)10 f Q,x E I(o)]. 
Let Z? Q + 2” be a weakly measurable multifunction. 
A function f: G(T) --+ % is said to be Caratheodory if, for each x E X, 
f( ., x) is measurable (that is, for every set U open in X, the set 
{olf(w, ?C)E U} belongs to 59) and, for each ~EQ, f(o, -) is continuous 
on f(w). 
A function f: G(T) + *3/ is said to be G-Carathdodory if, for each 
measurable selection y: s2 -+ X of r, the function f( ., y( )) is measurable 
and, for each o E Q, f(o, .) is continuous on T(w). 
For any set A c 52, xa stands for the characteristic function of A. 
2. RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let (Q, 43) be a measurable space, X a metric space, A a 
nonempty closed subset of X, and Y a separable normed space. Let 
f: Q x A -+ Y be Caratheodory. Then there is a Caratheodory function 
fQxX-+ Y such that (i) 7 restricted to Q x A is equal to f and (ii) 
f(o, A’) c co f (co, A) for every o E Q. 
Proof: We follow Dugundji’s construction [4, Theorem 6.1, p. 1881. 
The family {S(x, (f) d(x, A))1 XE X\A} is an open covering of X\A, so it 
has a neighborhood finite refinement f& = { 17). With each (nonempty) 
UE Q, associate a point ao E A as follows: choose an xU E U and find 
aoE A with d(x,, a,) < 2d(x,, A). Now let {po}o.* be a partition of 
unity on X\ A subordinated to q and define 7 52 x X + Y by 
f (W x) if(o,x)EQxA 
nw xf = 
u;41 pa(x) f(~ ao) if (w, x)EQx (X\A). 
This definition is meaningful. It is straightforward to see that, for each 
x E X, y( ., x) is measurable. The continuity off (or, .), for each w E 0, can 
be established following Dugundji’s argument. Hence f is Carathtodory 
and, clearly, satisfies properties (i) and (ii) of the theorem. 
LEMMA. Let (Q, 39) be a measurable space and X a separable metric 
space. Let cp: Q --+ X be a measurable function and let I? Sz -+ 2x be a weakly 
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measurable multtfunction with complete values. Then there is a measurable 
function y: Q -+X such that 
~(0) E r(o) n S(v(~), 24cp(o), r(o))), (1) 
for every 0 E 0. 
Proof By [3, Theorem III.91 there is a sequence {cm} of measurable 
functions 0,: Q -+ X such that T(o) = lJna i o,,(o), for every w E Q. Set 
A0 = {44cpW, r(o)) = 01, A, = bMcp(4, cJ,(o)) < 24cp(o), m4)}~ 
and observe that A, E PJ, n = 0, 1,2, . . . 
We have sZ= UI1>,, A,,. Let us show that s2c UnbO A, (the reverse 
inclusion is trivial). Indeed, let w E Q\UnaO A,. Then d(cp(o), T(o)) > 0, 
for o $A,. Now choose an X,E T(w) and a positive integer n such that 
d(cp(w), x0) < 3 d(cp(w), r(w)) and 4 x0, u,,(u)) < 4 d(cp(u)), T(u)). Since 
d(cp(w), a,,(w)) G d(cp(~), x0) + 4x05 g,,(m)) < 24cp(o), r(o)), 
we have WE A,,, a contradiction. Then, defining y: Q -+ X by 




cJ,(Q)), if WEA, 
one has that y is measurable and satisfies (1) for every o E Q. 
THEOREM 2. Let (Q, &I) be a measurable compact metric space, with 
Bore1 u-algebra 93, X a metric space, and Y a separable normed space. Let 
I? Q -+ 2x be a lower semicontinuous multifunction with separable complete 
values and with closed graph G(T). Let f: G(T) --f Y be G-Caratheodory. 
Then there exists a Caratheodory function j? 52 x X -+ Y such that (i) 7 
restricted to G(T) is equal to f and (ii) J’(c.0, X) c co f(o, f(w)) for every 
UEQ. 
Proof: For each (0, u) E H, where H = (52 x X)\G(T), set 
WO,. = S((0, u), 4 d((B, u), G(T))). As the family lllr = ( WB,u}~B,u~E,, is an 
open covering of H, by [4, Theorem 4.21 there is a partition 
g= {Pe,u~~B,U)EH of unity subordinated to -fir. It is routine to see that T(Q) 
is separable. Moreover, P 52 + 2”n) is weakly measurable and so, by the 
lemma, for each u E X there is a measurable selector y, : Q + A’ of r satisfy- 
ing 
d(u, Y,(O)) G Mu, r(o)), UEO. (2) 
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Now delinej?QxX-+ Y by 
The function f is well defined and satisfies properties (i) and (ii) of the 
theorem. It remains to show that 7 is Caratheodory. 
For each x E X, f( -, x) is measurable. Indeed, set Q, = 
i4(w xl+ G(O) d b an o serve that 52, is Lindeliiff. For any o E Sz, denote 
by Vw. y an open neighborhood of (w, x) such that V,,., n supp ps,u # $3 for 
at most finitely many functions pH+~iP. (Here suppp,,, denotes the 
support at the function pe,,.) Put V, = { 01(& -x) E V,, li}. The family 
i Y*L2, is an open covering of Sz,, thus it contains a countable 
subcovering, [ V,,,,t } say. For each n E N denote by ps;,u; (i = 1, 2, . . . . k,) the 
functions of the family 9 whose supports have nonempty intersection with 
V O&,X Now, define f,,: D -+ Y by 
Clearly f;, is measurable. Moreover, 7( ., x) and f,, restricted to Vcon are 
equal. Since for each o E Q, 
fb, xl = xn\n, (WI f(w x) + c h,(O) f,(W)? 
?I21 
where A, = V,,, A, = V,*\( U;r: V,,), n = 2, 3, . . . . it follows that f( ., x) is 
measurable. 
For each o E s2, f(w, .) is continuous. It is routine to see that f(w, .) is 
continuous at any point X~E (int f(o))u (X\f(w)). Let us show that 
y(o, .) is continuous at each point x0 E ar(o). Indeed, let E > 0 and take 
6 >O such that 
Ilf(m -xl -f(w x,)ll <E for every x E S(x,, 66) n T(o). (3) 
Let x E S(x,, 6) n (X\T(o)). Denote by pB,+, (i = 1, 2, . . . . k) the functions of 
the family 9 whose supports contain the point (0, x). From the definition 
of we,, it follows that 
d((e;, Ui), G(f)) < 2d((a, X), G(f)) d 2d((O, X), (0, X0)) $2d(x, XIJ) < 26. 
(4) 
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Moreover, by virtue of (2) and of the fact that X~E f(o), for each 
i= 1, 2, . . . . k we have 
d(Y,(Uh x0) 6 d(Yu,(w), Ui) + 44, x0) 
< 2424, T(o)) + d(u;, x0) 
< 3d(Uj, -x0) 
d 3[d(Uiy x, + d(x, xO)] 
d 3[d((ej, Ui), (O, X)) + d(X, X0)]. 
From this for each i= 1,2, . . . . k, we obtain 
d(y,(w), xc,) < 3[+ d(di, u,), G(r)) + d(x, xo)] < 66, (5) 
because (CO, x) E W,,., and (Bi, ui) satisfies (4). Then, for every 
XE S(xO, 6)n (X\T(o)), taking into account inequalities (5) and (3), we 
have 
Ilfh xl -3h xo)ll = II i PB,,JW xlf(w Y,,(W)) -f(w x0) i=l II 
k 
6 c PB,J% x) E = &. 
i= 1 
Hence the functionf(o, .) is continuous. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3. Let (Q, 93) be a measurable space, where Q denotes a 
separable complete metric space and S? the completion, with respect to a 
positive totally finite measure p, of the u-algebra of the Bore1 subsets of Q. 
Let X be a separable complete metric space and Y a separable normed space. 
Furthermore, let i7 $2 --) 2x be a weakly measurable multifunction with closed 
values, and let f: G(T) -+ Y be G-Caratheodory. Then there exists a 
Caratheodory function J D x X + Y such that (i)rrestricted to G(T) is equal 
to f and (ii) 3(o, X) c cof(o, r(w)) for every 0 6 Q. 
Proof. Put E, = l/2”, nE N. By [7, Proposition 19.181 there is a com- 
pact set a, c Q such that p(sZ\fi,) < .s,/2. By [2, Theorem 33 there is a 
compact set L?, c D, , with ,~(fi,\Q,) <s1/2, such that the restriction 
r, : Q, +2x of I- to Q2, is lower semicontinuous and has graph G(T,) 
closed. Clearly ~(Q\Q,) < Ed. Denote by fi: G(T,) -+ Y the restriction off 
to G(T,). Then, by Theorem 2, there exists a Carathtodory function 
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Ti: Sz, x X-+ Y satisfying properties (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 (with fi, f;, 
R,, and ri in the places of f, x Q, and r, respectively). By a similar 
procedure one can easily construct a sequence {Q,, > of pairwise disjoint 
compact sets Q,c Q, with ,u(Q\lJ:=, Q,) <E,,, such that the restriction 
r,: 52, -+ 2’ of r to D, is lower semicontinuous and has graph G(f,,) 
closed. Then, denoting by f,, : G(f ,,) + Y the restriction off to G(T,,), one 
finds, by Theorem 2, a Caratheodory function y,,: 0, x X-+ Y satisfying 
properties (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 (withf,,ym, Sz,, and r, in the places of 
S,x Q, and r, respectively). 
Now, set Q,-,=O\U.., Q, and observe that p(Q,)=O. For every 
o E O,,, denote by .f, a continuous extension to the whole space X of the 
function f(w, .): Z(U) -+ Y, such that TO(o, X) c cof(w, T(o)). Define 
,$QxX-+Yby 
where, for each n = 0, 1, . . ..f.Jo, x) is assumed to be zero whenever 
o 4 Q\Q,,. It is straightforward to see that f is Caratheodory and satisfies 
properties (i) and (ii) of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3 suppose that 
r,: Q -+ 2’ is such that T,(o) 3 f(w) for every UESZ. Then each G- 
CarathPodory function f: G(T) --* Y admits a G-CarathPodory extension 
fi G(T,) --f Y satisfyingy(o, ~,(w))cco~(w, T(w))for every OEQ. 
Proof. Let f 52 x X + Y be a Caratheodory extension of f satisfying 
property (ii) of Theorem 3 and observe that f is G-Carathtodory. Then the 
restriction f of p to G(T, ) has the properties stated in Corollary 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Let Q, g’, p, X, Y, and r be as in Theorem 3. Let 
f. G(T) + Y be an arbitrary function. Then f admits a CarathPodory exten- 
sion 7 Q x X -+ Y if and only if f is G-CarathPodory. 
Proof. Since a Caratheodory extension T Q xX -+ Y of f is G- 
Caratheodory and, on G(T), 7 and f are equal, it follows that also f is 
G-Caratheodory. The reverse implication in Corollary 2 is given by 
Theorem 3. 
Remark 1. Consider the measurable space (52, a’), where Q = [0, 11 
and 49 is the o-algebra of the Lebesgue measurable subsets of 52. Let 
P Q -+ [w be given by r(t) = (t}. Then the functionf: G(T) -+ Iw defined by 
f (t, t) = q(t), where cp: Q -+ [w is nonmeasurable, is Carathtodory but not 
G-Caratheodory. 
From Corollary 2 and Remark 1 we have 
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Remark 2. Theorem 3 fails, in general, if the hypothesis “f is G- 
Carathtodory” if replaced by “f is Carathkodory.” 
COROLLARY 3. Let Sz, &I, p, and Y be as in Theorem 3. Let I? B --f 2x, X 
a separable normed space, be a Hausdorff-continuous multljiinction such 
that, for each o E Q, r(o) is the closure of a nonempty open bounded subset 
of X. Furthermore, suppose that the multifunction aI? D -+ 2x given by 
(ar)(o) = ar(o) is Hausdorff-continuous. Then any CarathCodory function 
f: G(T) -+ Y admits a Carathkodory extension 7: 52 x X + Y such that 
~(co, X) c cof(w, r(0)) for every 0 E Q. 
Proof The result follows from Theorem 3 for, under the stated 
hypotheses, one can show that the CarathCodory function f is G- 
Carathiodory. 
By virtue of Theorem 3, using [7, Proposition 19.181 and [6], we have 
the following generalization of the Scorza Dragoni theorem. 
COROLLARY 4. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3 be satisfied. Then for 
every E>O there is a compact set Q,c!S, with p(s2\1;2,)) < E, such that the 
restriction off to G(T,), where r, denotes the restriction of r to Q,, is 
continuous on G(T,). 
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